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NOTE:
•

THIS MANUAL PROVIDES RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SHORT-TERM WOODLAND MANAGEMENT
EXCLUSIVE OF NEW PLANTINGS. WHILE COMPREHENSIVE, THIS DOCUMENT CANNOT ADDRESS
ALL SCENARIOS THAT MAY BE ENCOUNTERED IN THE FIELD OR REPLACE ASSESSMENT BY NATIVE
HABITAT EXPERTS. PLEASE CONSULT LWLA WITH ANY MANAGEMENT QUESTIONS.

•

WORK ALONG WATERWAYS AND WITHIN WETLANDS CAN BE SUBJECT TO STATE AND FEDERAL
REGULATIONS. WORK SHOULD NOT BE COMMENCED UNTIL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS HAVE
BEEN IDENTIFIED AND OBTAINED IF NECESSARY.

•

ANY HERBICIDE APPLICATIONS SHOULD OCCUR IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL REGULATIONS AND
THE HERBICIDE LABEL.

2920 Mt. Carmel Ave., Glenside PA 19038 | 215-886-9740 !

info@lweanerdesign.com

I. EXISTING CONDITIONS SUMMARY
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The floodplain woods west of the Lake Roland Nature Center—approximately six acres outlined in
orange above—exhibit characteristics typical of disturbed early-successional woodland habitat. The
area outlined above extends westward from the Nature Center to the large Japanese Knotweed colony
near the light rail station.
The oldest publicly available aerial photography from the 1930s shows this area to be largely treeless,
possibly used for crops, pasture, or other human activities. If the area had been plowed for crops or the
soil otherwise significantly disturbed, this history affects herbaceous groundlayer vegetation that might
naturally emerge today. More specialized native species are less likely to occur naturally if the area was
intensively used for agriculture or other activities.
By the 1960s, aerial photography shows the area to be in some form of woody growth, likely earlysuccessional shrubs and trees. Artificial pit and mound topography as well as debris piles indicate
significant soil disturbance occurred at some point in time. Such disturbance likely altered natural water
flow, soil architecture, and may have encouraged weedy growth by providing opportunities for weed
seeds to germinate. Soil rutting from mechanized equipment is also evident.
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Today, a combination of native and exotic vegetation is present in these floodplain woods, with exotic
vegetation occurring primarily in the understory. Invasive exotic vegetation is particularly abundant
along woodland edges and in sunny gaps. Shadier interior woodland sections are less invaded, an often
common scenario. Invasive exotics that are present in interior sections occur primarily in the understory
at the herb, vine, and shrub levels.
Native vegetation within these floodplain woods appears to consist predominantly of generalist species,
as is common in areas with a history of anthropogenic disturbance to soils and vegetation. Analysis
during the growing season (LWLA assessed the site in November 2016 and December 2017) could
confirm whether more specialized species are present, although given the site’s history this seems
unlikely.
For a list of species observed during LWLA site walks, see Appendix A. Note that mapping of vegetation
locations within the project area was outside project scope.

The floodplain woods assessed features three main typologies:
Typology 1: Edges dominated by exotic vines and shrubs with scattered native and exotic herbs
Woodland edges exist along Jones Falls, the
boardwalk, near the light rail station, and behind
the Nature Center building. South-facing
edges—like those along Jones Falls—experience
greater light exposure than north-facing edges
(such as along the boardwalk) or east-facing
edges (behind the Nature Center). Woodland
edges with greater light exposure are often more
prone to invasion.
The woodland edges are dominated by exotic
vines—such as Sweet Autumn Clematis (Clematis
terniflora)—as well as exotic shrubs such as
Shrub Honeysuckle (Lonicera spp.) and the exotic annual Japanese Stiltgrass (Microstegium vimineum).
Native generalist species such as Canada Goldenrod (Solidago canadensis), Creek Sedge (Carex
amphibola), and Frost Aster (Symphyotrichum pilosum) are occasionally present.
Given the site’s history and the relatively limited presence of native species, widespread natural
regeneration of desirable native groundlayer species is unlikely. In larger areas where invasive exotic
species are removed, a temporary cover crop or permanent planting will be necessary to stabilize soils
and compete against weed reemergence and further invasion.
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Typology 2: Sunny interior gaps dominated by exotic vines and Japanese Stiltgrass
Sunny gaps exist where tree fall has occurred
within the woodland interior or near woodland
edges. Japanese Stiltgrass (Microstegium
vimineum) and Sweet Autumn Clematis
(Clematis terniflora) dominate many of these
gaps.
Given the site’s history and the relatively
limited presence of desirable native
groundlayer species, widespread natural
regeneration of desirable native groundlayer
species is unlikely. Thus, in larger areas where
invasive exotic species are removed, a
temporary cover crop or permanent planting
will be necessary to stabilize soils and compete
against weed reemergence and further
invasion.

Typology 3: Shaded woodland interior with native dominated canopy and mixed native-exotic
understory
Much of the assessed area consists of more interior-type woodland conditions compared to the sunnier
woodland edges and gaps. A significant percentage of this area is classified as wetland; remaining
portions exhibit mesic soil conditions.
Sedges appear to make up most of the native
groundlayer vegetation in interior areas, and
occur in some instances in fairly dense
patches. Such patches should be protected
from disturbance and encouraged to expand
through spot control of any intermingled
problem weeds and, where possible, aided
seed distribution.
The presence of some desirable native
groundlayer vegetation means potential exists
for some natural regeneration of desirable
native herbaceous species as problem weeds
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are controlled. In larger areas where invasive exotic species are removed, a temporary cover crop or
permanent planting may be necessary to stabilize soils and compete against weed reemergence and
further invasion.

Additional Observations
1. Worm castings and lack of a forest duff layer indicate the presence of invasive exotic earthworms, as
evident in the photo at right. Invasive exotic earthworms alter nutrient cycling, soil conditions, and
adversely affect plant regeneration by
eliminating the duff layer, which normally
provides conditions for seedling
development, particularly of native
herbaceous species.
Artificially adding leaf duff, using pine
needle mulch, and planting generalist
woodland species represent ways to
respond to invasive earthworm presence.
While lowering soil pH through sulphur
applications has been shown to discourage
earthworms in some instances, it is not
recommended here given that its impact on native woodland vegetation (particularly canopy-level
trees) is unclear.
Since there are presently no economically feasible methods of eradicating invasive exotic
earthworms, preventing against introduction of additional or new species is important. Park visitors
could be educated to not dump worms (including composting worms) within the park and to
properly dispose of unwanted worm bait in the trash. Any new container-grown plantings or root
balls should also be carefully inspected for worms and any found worms destroyed.
2. As evidenced by browse on browse-preferred plants (example: Privet), deer browse appears to be
significant within the project area, as is likely within the larger Park itself. Tree and shrub
regeneration appears limited within the project area, possibly due in part to deer browse. Deer
browse likely affects herbaceous species present as well, limiting herbaceous composition to more
browse-resistant species like sedges and ferns.
Methods for reducing deer browse will need to be considered for any new plantings. Common
methods of preventing against deer browse include: 1) sprays, 2) deer exclusions, 3) use of browse
resistant species, 4) companion plantings of browse-resistant species with browse-sensitive species
and 5) cages for shrubs and trees.
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II. SHORT-TERM MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
Management procedures recommended in this document are designed to:
•

Enhance the ecological health, aesthetics, and habitat value of floodplain woods behind
the Lake Roland Nature Center.

•

Address existing problem weeds and prevent their expansion.

•

Minimize invasion by new problem weeds.

•

Enable natural recruitment and regeneration where possible.

•

Set the stage for subsequent restoration work as budget allows.

•

Provide management strategies that can be implemented by volunteers, where
possible.

•

Educate volunteers, Park visitors, and others in site-specific, best management
practices.
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III. MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES OVERVIEW
STRATEGY
See Section IV for task
descriptions.

TASKS FOR
PROFESSIONALS

POSSIBLE
VOLUNTEER TASKS

TIMING

KEY

" Planting plan should be in place where natural regeneration cannot adequately recolonize large treated areas. Planting could
consist of a temporary cover crop or long-term vegetation.

✪ Task may require volunteers be approved for use of blades and/or power equipment
† Possible test plots to compare control techniques of Lesser Celandine
Dormant-season
weed control of
evergreen weeds
and large
shrub/bramble
infestations

Herbicide treatment of evergreen
weeds like Japanese Honeysuckle
and Garlic Mustard
Note: Use broadleaf-specific herbicide
to avoid damaging existing native
sedges. Avoid fern fronds where
evident.

WEED CONTROL

Oversight of forestry mowing in
areas dominated by Bush
Honeysuckle, Multiflora Rose,
Privet, Wineberry "

Cutting of English Ivy vines growing
vertically on trees ✪

Nov. – March

Forestry mowing gaps and edges
dominated by Bush Honeysuckle,
Multiflora, Privet, Wineberry ✪ "
Hand pulling small infestations of
Garlic Mustard (prior to seed set)
Note: Do not pull/cut Japanese
Honeysuckle as it responds with
rampant resprouting.

Early spring control
of Lesser Celandine

Herbicide treatment of Lesser
Celandine †

Monitoring of test plots comparing
Lesser Celandine control
techniques, application rates, and
timing

March – April

Spring pre-emergent
treatment for
Japanese Stiltgrass

Pre-emergent herbicide
application to prevent germination
of Japanese Stiltgrass

Monitoring following pre-emergent
treatments and hand pulling of
isolated instances of emergent
Japanese Stiltgrass

Spring (2-3

Growing-season
weed control of
deciduous weeds
and scattered
shrubs, brambles,
and vines

Herbicide applications, including:

Cutting woody growth just prior to
stump herbicide treatment ✪

Throughout
growing season
as necessary

− Broadcast/spot treatments,
including to any areas subject
to forestry mowing "
− Cut and paint treatments
(cutting could be done by
volunteers immediately in
advance of herbicide
treatment)

Hand pulling small, localized
infestations of Japanese Stiltgrass

Must be treated
when in flower

weeks before
seed
germination)

Hand removal of exotic herbaceous
vines smothering native shrubs
Note: Do not pull/cut Japanese
Honeysuckle as it responds with
rampant resprouting.

String trimming vegetation treated
with herbicide (where desired) two
weeks after application ✪
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STRATEGY
See Section IV for task
descriptions.

TASKS FOR
PROFESSIONALS

POSSIBLE
VOLUNTEER TASKS

TIMING

KEY

" Planting plan should be in place where natural regeneration cannot adequately recolonize large treated areas. Planting could
consist of a temporary cover crop or long-term vegetation.

✪ Task may require volunteers be approved for use of blades and/or power equipment
† Possible test plots to compare control techniques of Lesser Celandine

NOTES

VISUAL ENHANCEMENT

MONITORING

Maintain a
management buffer
around the large
weed Japanese
Knotweed colony
that cannot be
feasibly controlled
in the short term

Delineating management buffer
Spot herbicide applications to
Japanese Knotweed extending
beyond the management line.
Goal: Prevent expansion of Japanese
Knotweed (a clonal species) into
woodland interior/woodland gaps.

Monitor project
area, particularly
edges and wherever
weed
control/disturbance
occurs

Cut fallen branches/
deadwood to the
ground to enhance
aesthetics and
promote
decomposition

Monitoring for Japanese Knotweed
outside management buffer

Late summer
for herbicide
applications

Monitoring
Note: A trained Volunteer Monitoring
Corps could be established to monitor
project areas. Such a group could also
interface with Park visitors interested in
woodland management activities.

Oversight of path layout

Any time during
growing season
for delineating
management
buffer

Cutting of branches/deadwood
(may require use of a chainsaw) ✪
Laying branches along pathways as
desired

Winter/early
spring
Late spring
Mid/late
summer

Anytime
Note: Work will
be easiest in
fall/winter when
vegetation is
dormant.

Creating brush piles for wildlife as
desired

1.

Adjust timing of tasks listed above as necessary in accordance with weed emergence and seasonal variations.

2.

The tasks listed above vary in scope and amount of work required. Next steps will depend upon budget and
resources available. Priorities include:
−
−
−

Weeds with minimal presence that could expand if not controlled (example: Garlic Mustard,)
Areas of higher quality native growth (example: interior woodland sections with sedges and ferns)
High visibility areas (example: around the Nature Center or areas visible from the boardwalk)
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IV. GLOSSARY OF SHORT-TERM WOODLAND MANAGEMENT TASKS
Tasks referenced in Section III are detailed below in alphabetical order. Color-coding below
corresponds to coding used in the chart in Section III. The rationale for each task is as noted.
Contact LWLA with any questions regarding task descriptions.

TASK

TASK DESCRIPTIONS

KEY

" A planting plan should be in place where natural regeneration cannot adequately recolonize large treated areas.
Plantings could consist of temporary cover crop or more permanent, long-term vegetation.
★ Task recommended for qualified professional.

✪ Task may require volunteers be approved for use of blades and/or power equipment.
✪ Cut deadwood/

fallen branches to
the ground to
enhance aesthetics
and promote
decomposition
Timing: Nov. – March
or when possible.

Cut deadwood and fallen branches to the ground using hand tools and power
equipment as necessary. Work is ideally scheduled for late fall/winter when
herbaceous vegetation is dormant, deadwood is most visible, and damage to existing
growth will be minimized.
Prioritize visually prominent locations, including along paths. Cut wood can be left on
the ground to decompose naturally, used to line paths if desired, and/or used to
construct brush piles for wildlife in less visually prominent locations. (See Appendix B
for guidelines on building brush piles.)
RATIONALE:

✪ Cut English Ivy

Vines growing
vertically on trees
Timing: Nov. – March or
when possible

Cutting deadwood and fallen branches to the ground enhances aesthetics,
allows for views throughout the woodland, and promotes deadwood
decomposition. Deadwood at the ground level also serve as “nurse logs” for
natural regeneration due to the absence of competition and moisture retained
by the rooting wood. Conducting work during the dormant season avoids
damaging desirable herbaceous growth dormant during this period.

Walk project area to identify for the presence of English Ivy (Hedera hibernica) on
trees (observed by LWLA ascending trees located northwest of the Nature Center
building, near the boardwalk). Cutting can occur at any point in the growing season
but is recommended for the dormant season for ease of observing the English Ivy and
to minimize trampling of desirable herbaceous growth.
Use hand tools to cut English Ivy vines from the trees to prevent the vines from
ascending into the canopy. Cut and remove all vines from the bottom circumference
of each tree, taking care to avoid damaging the tree’s bark. If needed, use a trowel or
large screwdriver to gently pry or loosen (but not dig) the vines from the trunk to
enable cutting of the vines without harming the tree. Make the cleared margin around
the base approximately two to three feet high. Clear vines at least a foot away from
the trunk base and monitor this area for Ivy reemergence. Do not leave cut vines on
the ground as cuttings in contact with the soil can resprout.
Larger, thicker vines rooted into the trunk will need to be severed with a pruner or
small saw (without cutting the tree bark) and the cut surface immediately treated with
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TASK

TASK DESCRIPTIONS

KEY

" A planting plan should be in place where natural regeneration cannot adequately recolonize large treated areas.
Plantings could consist of temporary cover crop or more permanent, long-term vegetation.
★ Task recommended for qualified professional.

✪ Task may require volunteers be approved for use of blades and/or power equipment.
herbicide.
To avoid damaging the tree, do not attempt to pull vines out of the trees.
Notes:
•

English Ivy vines on trees at Lake Roland were cut previously. Vines are beginning to
regenerate, however, and are re-ascending tree trunks.

•

Sap of English Ivy can cause dermatitis in some individuals. Caution should be used when
handling cut vines.

•

Poison Ivy (Toxicodendron radicans) sometimes co-occurs with English Ivy. While toxic to
humans, this plant is beneficial to wildlife and is not recommended for removal unless in a
heavily trafficked area. Poison Ivy can be distinguished by its fine, reddish clinging roots.

RATIONALE:

✪ " Forestry mow

large areas of
invasive shrubs,
brambles, and
woody vines
Timing: Nov – March

Flag any desirable vegetation (best done under oversight of a professional). Forestry
mow unflagged vegetation within the target area. Time mowing for the dormant
season to minimize damage to desirable herbaceous growth.
Once the growing season resumes, flag any desirable growth that has emerged in the
mown area. Treat any emergent undesirable vegetation using appropriate herbicide
methods (cut and paint or spot foliar application).
RATIONALE:

Hand pull Garlic
Mustard
Timing: Late
winter/early spring

Cutting English Ivy vines from tree trunks and preventing the vines from
ascending into the canopy reduces stress on trees and minimizes Ivy’s ability to
form fruit. Timing the cutting for the dormant season minimizes trampling
damage to desirable groundlayer vegetation.

Forestry mowing is an efficient way to target large areas of invasive shrubs,
brambles, and woody vines. The blades on the forestry mower pulverize stems,
reducing resprouting. Cutting down mature growth rather than spraying it
reduces need for herbicide applications and herbicide drift.

Hand-pull basal rosettes of Garlic Mustard (Allaria petiolata). Pull gently and steadily
to ensure that the entire root is removed as remaining root fragments can resprout.
To facilitate removal, removal will need to be timed for when the ground is moist and
not frozen. Removal of timing is recommended for late winter or early spring in order
to minimize trampling damage to desirable herbaceous growth.
Firmly tamp the ground where plants have been removed. Compost or otherwise
dispose of pulled growth as individuals left lying on the ground can re-root. Second
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TASK

TASK DESCRIPTIONS

KEY

" A planting plan should be in place where natural regeneration cannot adequately recolonize large treated areas.
Plantings could consist of temporary cover crop or more permanent, long-term vegetation.
★ Task recommended for qualified professional.

✪ Task may require volunteers be approved for use of blades and/or power equipment.
year plants can still produce seed after being removed and should disposed of such
that the disposed plants do not contaminate the disposal or composting site.
RATIONALE:

Hand pull small,
localized
infestations of
Japanese Stiltgrass
Timing: Mid/late
summer prior to seed
set

✪ Hand remove

exotic herbaceous
vines smothering
native shrubs
Timing: During growing
season as needed (prior
to fruit production on
target vegetation)

Due to its root morphology, Garlic Mustard can generally be pulled without
disturbing any neighboring desirable growth. Due to its distinct garlic smell,
Garlic Mustard can be readily identified by volunteers. Timing pulling for late
winter/early spring is intended to minimize trampling damage and avoid
confusion with any intermingled desirable herbaceous species.

Hand pulling can be used to control isolated, small occurrences of Japanese Stiltgrass
(Microstegium vimineum), such as under the Nature Center building or elsewhere in
the woodland. Hand pulling is most effective late in the growing season prior to
flowering (pulling small plants earlier in the season is time consuming and seeds can
continue germinating well into the growing season following pulling efforts). Firmly
tamp the ground where plants have been removed. Pulled plants should be bagged
and removed to prevent seeds from maturing and dispersing after plants are pulled.
RATIONALE:

Hand pulling small, localized infestations of Japanese Stiltgrass can prevent
satellite populations and reduce spread of this problem weed to other areas.
Due to the plant’s root morphology, the plant can be pulled without disturbing
intermingled vegetation. Attempting to hand pull large-scale infestations is in
most cases not feasible.

Identify target vines—such as Sweet Autumn Clematis (Clematis terniflora)—growing
on desirable native shrubs, such as Spicebush (Lindera benzoin). Time removal for
prior to fruit production. Remove vine growth carefully to avoid damaging the
desirable shrub. Bag or compost pulled vines. Monitor for and remove any regrowth.
Do not pull Japanese Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), which responds to disturbance
with rampant resprouting.
Removing invasive exotic vines from invasive exotic shrubs is not recommended for
hand pulling as these instances are more efficiently targeted through forestry mowing.
RATIONALE:

Removing exotic herbaceous vines smothering native shrubs is doable by
volunteers, avoids herbicide application that risk collateral damage to the shrub,
releases the shrub from competition to allow for full photosynthesis. Removing
the vines also removes plants contributing to the weed seed bank.
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TASK

TASK DESCRIPTIONS

KEY

" A planting plan should be in place where natural regeneration cannot adequately recolonize large treated areas.
Plantings could consist of temporary cover crop or more permanent, long-term vegetation.
★ Task recommended for qualified professional.

✪ Task may require volunteers be approved for use of blades and/or power equipment.

Herbicide cut
and paint
treatments of
scattered invasive
shrubs, brambles,
and woody vines
★

Flag all target vegetation. Cut target vegetation as close to the ground as possible
(cutting can be done by volunteers as long as cutting occurs immediately prior to
herbicide application – ✪ ). Immediately paint or lightly spray herbicide onto the fresh
cut stump per the herbicide label.
RATIONALE:

Timing: During growing
season as needed

Herbicide preemergent
treatment targeting
Japanese Stiltgrass
★"

Timing: Spring (2-3
weeks prior to seed
germination)

Herbicide
treatments to
deciduous weeds
during the growing
season
★"

Timing: During growing
season as needed

Cut and paint treatments are appropriate where forestry mowing is not feasible
due to the scattered occurrences of target vegetation or the presence of
desirable native species. Cut and paint treatments also represent highly
localized herbicide applications minimizing environmental impact.

Identify target areas based on residual Japanese Stiltgrass (Microstegium vimineum)
growth from the prior year. Apply pre-emergent herbicide to target areas.
Application must occur in spring 2-3 weeks prior to anticipated seed germination.
Areas receiving broadcast applications that cannot be colonized by surrounding
vegetation in a timely manner may require planting (consult LWLA for guidance).
Monitor treated areas for emerged plants and spot treat with herbicide or hand pull.
RATIONALE:
Pre-emergent applications are designed to prevent germination of this annual
problem weed. The application must be timed appropriately prior to the germination period for
Japanese Stiltgrass.

Flag off any areas of desirable broadleaf vegetation. Use a broadleaf-specific herbicide
to avoid collateral damage to existing native sedges. Broadcast/spot treat non-flagged
vegetation. Ferns should be avoided where possible. Where broadleaf-specific
herbicide cannot be used, colonies of native sedges should be flagged and avoided.
Spot herbicide applications are preferable to broadcast applications but widespread
infestations may require broadcast treatment. Areas receiving broadcast applications
that cannot be colonized by surrounding vegetation in a timely manner may require
planting (consult LWLA for guidance).
RATIONALE:

A broadleaf specific herbicide is recommended to avoid collateral damage to
existing native sedges.
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TASK

TASK DESCRIPTIONS

KEY

" A planting plan should be in place where natural regeneration cannot adequately recolonize large treated areas.
Plantings could consist of temporary cover crop or more permanent, long-term vegetation.
★ Task recommended for qualified professional.

✪ Task may require volunteers be approved for use of blades and/or power equipment.

Herbicide
treatments to
evergreen weeds
during the dormant
season
★

Timing: Nov – March

Flag any areas of desirable growth, if present. Broadcast/spot treat non-flagged
evergreen vegetation, such as Japanese Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica) and Lesser
Celandine (Ficaria varia). Note: Lesser Celandine must be treated when in flower
(March-April).
Use a broadleaf-specific herbicide to avoid damaging existing native sedges. Where
broadleaf-specific herbicide cannot be used, colonies of native sedges should be
flagged and avoided. Fern fronds, which can be affected by dormant-season
applications, should be avoided where possible.
Spot applications are preferable to broadcast applications but widespread infestation
may require broadcast treatment. Areas receiving broadcast applications that cannot
be colonized by surrounding vegetation in a timely manner will require a temporary
cover crop or permanent planting to stabilize soils and compete with any weed
reemergence (consult LWLA for guidance).
RATIONALE:

Herbicide
treatments to
Lesser Celandine
★

Timing: March – April

Treating evergreen problem weeds during the dormant season avoids damaging
dormant desirable herbaceous growth.

Flag any areas of desirable growth, if present/evident. Broadcast/spot treat nonflagged Lesser Celandine (Ficaria varia). Treatment must be time to occur when Lesser
Celandine is in flower. Use a broadleaf-specific herbicide to avoid damaging existing
native sedges. Where broadleaf-specific herbicide cannot be used, colonies of native
sedges should be flagged and avoided. Fern fronds, which can be affected by
dormant-season applications, should be avoided where possible.
Spot applications are preferable to broadcast applications but widespread infestation
may require broadcast treatment.

★ Maintain a

management buffer
around large weed
Japanese Knotweed
colony that cannot
be feasibly
controlled in short
term.

Identify the outer extent of areas of monotypic Japanese Knotweed (Fallopia
japonica). Spot treat any satellite occurrences of Knotweed outside this management
buffer. Herbicide applications must be timed for late summer when Knotweed is
actively translocating to the root system.
RATIONALE:

Maintaining a management buffer around the Japanese Knotweed colony is
intended to reduce spread of satellite populations, particularly in sunny gaps
created by tree fall, and keep the colony contained to its current size. Due to the
life cycle and competitiveness of Japanese Knotweed, this species is best
contained through herbicide treatments.
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TASK

TASK DESCRIPTIONS

KEY

" A planting plan should be in place where natural regeneration cannot adequately recolonize large treated areas.
Plantings could consist of temporary cover crop or more permanent, long-term vegetation.
★ Task recommended for qualified professional.

✪ Task may require volunteers be approved for use of blades and/or power equipment.

Monitor project
area, particularly
edges, sunny gaps,
and wherever weed
control or other
disturbance occurs

Monitor project area, particularly edges, sunny gaps, and wherever weed control or
other type of disturbance occurs. If conducted by volunteers, these volunteers must
be able to positively identify problem weeds. Monitoring is recommended during the
dormant season (to assess for the presence of problem evergreen weeds), during the
spring (to assess for cool season problem weeds) and during mid to late summer (to
assess for warm season problem weeds). That said, if volunteer time is available,
monitoring is beneficial at any time.
RATIONALE:

✪ String trim

treated vegetation
two (2) weeks after
herbicide
application
Timing: During growing
season no sooner than 2
weeks after herbicide
application, as desired

Monitoring is critical to identifying early-stage invasions and ensuring that
problem weeds do not recolonize treated areas once target growth is removed.

String trim or cut treated top growth to improve appearance of the treated area as
desired. Cutting treated top growth should not occur sooner than two (2) weeks after
application to ensure herbicide has adequate time to translocate to the roots of target
vegetation.
RATIONALE:

Cutting down dead treated growth improves aesthetics by removing browned
out growth amidst otherwise green vegetation. This cutting is entirely optional,
however, and if conducted, priority can be placed on visually prominent
locations.

APPENDIX A: The list below represents a partial list of observed vegetation based on fall
site walks. The list does not represent an exhaustive inventory of the project area and is
intended to supplement other vegetation inventories of Lake Roland Park.
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Appendix A (continued)
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APPENDIX B: Brush Pile Guidelines
In less visually prominent locations, create
brush piles from branches and limbs of felled
trees. Brush piles provide important nesting
sites, forage opportunities, and cover for
amphibians, invertebrates, birds, and small
mammals. Bird watchers often appreciate brush
piles because they typically increase the number
of birds attracted to and using a site. As brush
piles decompose, they allow for natural nutrient
cycling.

Tips for making wildlife-friendly brush piles:
•

Loosely stack the largest logs and branches log-cabin style. Do not use pressure-treated
wood, which can leech toxic chemicals into the soil and groundwater.

•

If possible, incorporate stones into the base to provide additional hiding spaces for wildlife.

•

Build up the pile with smaller branches until the pile resembles an igloo. Weave the wood
together to make the pile stable. An irregular matrix of branches provides more diverse
internal spaces. Loosely placed branches at the outside allow birds to enter and exit easily
and quickly.

•

Evergreen branches on the top can help conceal the interior and keep the interior dry.

•

As the pile decomposes and shrinks, new material can be added to the top if desired.
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